Abstracts ---There are two possible arrangements of the ring-type head and medium in a perpendicular recording system: (1) A ring-type head and a single-layer-medium. (2) A ring-type head and a double-layer-medium. The arrangement(2) is considered here. The readback process of isolated perpendicular magnetization for double-layer-medium with a ring-type head is discussed by reciprocity theorem. In the calculation process, the effect of self-demagnetizing field in medium is neglected. The interaction between the head and the high permeability layer in a double-layer-medium is analysed. The soft magnetic underlayer acts as an image plane for the ring-type head. Because of the interaction, the effective component of the recording field increases. The calculation of read back voltage indicates that the readback voltage is stronger than that of single-layer-medium. The effects of ring-type head permeability t-t and recording bit length 2L on read back voltage are also analysed here.
f. Geometry and coordinate system used for theoretical analysis is shown in Fig. 1 .
Figure. H R=~ln (xo+g/2)2+ y g y 47Cf!0 (xo-g/2)2+ Y5 (1) According to the imaging principle, the fringe field of the imaging head is:
Integration gives: The magnetic track width is assumed to be W.
Hence, the total flux which enters the coils of the ring -type head is:
The readback voltage is:
Substituting (4) for Hy in (6) and substituting (6)for cp(X) in (7) give:
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e -e =500(jlV) 1£ the permeability of the ring -type head core is infinite, (8) becomes: -aNVWM.Irg { (d+2a) In
Where aNVWMrIrg K 2K
e (X) in (11) is the readback voltage of an isolated step perpendicular magnetization for double-layer-medium with a ring-type head.
eR (X), ex (X). e(X) are all shown in Fig. 3 . (5) The total flux which enters the coils of the ring-type head is:
The readback voltage is e(X) in (7). Substituting (3) for cp(X) in (7) and substituting (4) for Hy in (13) give: (14) If the permeability of the ring-type head is infinite, e (X) in (4) 
